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Kerala

Message from 

CHAIRMAN

Message
Greetings from NIPM Kerala Chapter!!!

On behalf of NIPM Kerala Chapter, I take this opportunity to wish our Members and Family 

Members a very Happy New Year, 2021.

You are all aware that, due to the Covid 19 pandemic,  like other Professional Bodies  and 

Institutions, we also had our constraints and our activities were restricted to Virtual mode 

alone. We could not come out with multifarious activities other than routine Knowledge 

Sharing Sessions and Webinars. During the period  from October to December 2020, we 

could organise Six such Sessions. One such session on Labour Code involving National level 

Resource Persons was a grand success and could attract participants from across the 

country. We also had a Curtain Raiser program for the benefit of Student Chapter Members, 

to coincide with the NIPM Student National Conference Stuna 2020 and another successful 

webinar by NIPM Calicut Group etc.

We are now in the process of organizing a Legal Update Program by Virtual mode  in the 

first / second week of March 2021 for which we are in touch with some eminent Resource 

Persons. As soon as we get their confirmation, the date for the event will be announced. I 

request support of all members and well-wishers for the success of our forth- coming 

prestigious program.

The Kerala Personnel e-News Letter for the period from April to September 2020 was 

released in the month of October 2020 and has been uploaded in our Website for the 

benefit of our members and other readers.  
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Message from 

CHAIRMAN

It is a matter of great happiness that in the National HR Best Practices Competition 

conducted by NIPM National Council, the Team from V Guard Industries Ltd., Kochi 

under the leadership of Mr. P. T. George, VP (HR & Admin) won the Silver Trophy. 

Congratulations, V Guard Team. They subsequently made a presentation of their 

prize-winning case study through a Web-Meeting in one of our knowledge sharing 

sessions, for the benefit of NIPM Members.

We have not been able to make any break through in the area of  membership drive. 

Hence we would request all existing Corporate Members who have not paid their 

renewal subscription, to please do the same immediately and keep your NIPM 

Membership live. Besides, all former Associate Members, who have not applied for 

new Corporate or Life Membership are requested apply for their new Membership 

without delay failing which such memberships will lapse.

We have been requesting our members time and again to Login to NIPM Website and 

update your Profile, but we find that few members have still not done the same. We 

once again remind such members  to Login and complete the process immediately so 

that all of you get the e-Voting Rights in the forthcoming Elections.

On behalf of the Kerala Chapter, I thank all Members & Well-wishers for the excellent 

support extended to our Chapter and seek continued support in our future endeavors 

too.

With Professional Regards 

K. Lal John

Chairman

NIPM Kerala Chapter
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Dear Professional Colleagues,

Wish you all a Very Happy New Year !!!

The year 2020 has perhaps been the most challenging one we have had to face. But 

humanity has always come stronger from the tests we are put through. With the 

Covid vaccine making its way across India, this New Year has been one with renewed 

hope and recovery. Let us be optimistic, the year 2021 will be brighter and better for 

everyone.

We are pleased to present before you our quarterly e-journal “Kerala Personnel” for 

the period October-December 2020. The e-journal will be available in our Website 

www.nipmkerala.org for the readers.

Special thanks to those who have contributed articles to this journal and request all 

members and well-wishers for their support in future too.

With warm regards,

N.V. Ravidev

Hon. Treasurer & Editor-Kerala Personnel

NIPM Kerala Chapter
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Knowledge 
Sharing Sessions

SPEAKERS

Unravelling the Labour Codes 2020: 
What You Need to Know
Listen to the voice of India @ NIPM Kerala Chapter, 

the IR's undisputed Knowledge Leader

Historic demolition of the decades-old plethora of labour laws 
including the archaic British enactments in our country gives way 
to a fresh set of modern Labour Codes viz. the IR Code, 2020, Code 
on Social Security, 2020 and Occupational Safety, Health & 
Working Conditions Codes 2020.

From Migrant Laborers to the Gig Economy's Remote 
Workers: Fortunes Altered?

Join the Virtual National Debate with 
Labour Stalwarts @NIPM Kerala Chapter, Kochi

What's in store for the Workers, Employers, 
Government and other Stakeholders?

The Right Move or the Move to take away the Rights?

October 9th, 2020@ 5.30 pm. to 8.00 pm.

Advocate, Supreme Court of India, Standing Consul of 
Delhi Government in Delhi High Court and Alumnus, 

National Law School, Bangalore

Adv Sanjoy Ghose

Mr. M P Joseph I.A.S.(Fmr) 
Former Indian & UN Civil Servant &Thought Leader

India's Best Parliamentarian and Protagonist 
of the Labour Cause

Adv Benny P Thomas
Labour Law Enthusiast and Lawyer,
High Court of Kerala

Speaker cum Moderator:

Mr. N K Premachandran  MP

09-10-2020 - As part of our Knowledge 
Sharing Session, NIPM Kerala Chapter has 
organized a Web-Meeting titled Unravelling 
the Labour Codes 2020: What You Need to 
Know on 9th October 2020 (Friday) from 
5.30 pm to 8.00 pm.  Eminent 
personalities handled the Session are –

a) Sri N. K. Premachandran, 
 Member of Parliament, Best 
Parliamentarian 
 and Protagonist of the Labour Codes

b) Adv. Sanjoy Ghose, 
 Advocate, Supreme Court of India &  
 Standing Consul of Delhi 
 Government in Delhi High Court

c) Adv. Benny P. Thomas, 
 Labour Law Enthusiast and 
 Advocate Kerala High Court

e) Sri M. P. Joseph IAS (Rtd.), 
 Former Indian & UN Civil Servant and  
 Thought Leader as Moderator & 
 Speaker
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Remote, 
not distant: 

Effectiveness of 
HR in the times 

to come

TOPIC

Virtual�Conversation�with�
Millennial�HR�Leaders

13th November 2020 
(Friday)

7.00 pm to 8.30 pm (India)

Moderator 
Mr. Vineeth P Mathew, 

GM-L&OD, Agappe Diagnostics

Ms. Remya Ravi
Assistant Manager HR

OD Specialist, 
VKL Seasoning

Ms. Deepti Venugopal
Assistant Manager HR

 (Talent Development & Training)
Federal Bank Limited

Mr. Anand A. S.
Asst. Manager (HR & IR)

Sud-Chemie India

Mr. Jerry Abey Chittooran
HR Manager (OD Lead)

VKC Group

Panelists

13-11-2020 - As part of our Knowledge Sharing 
Session, NIPM Kerala Chapter organized a Virtual 
Panel Discussion Session involving Millennial HR 
Leaders on the Topic - REMOTE, NOT DISTANT: 
Effectiveness of HR in the times to come. The 
Panelists were – 

a) Ms. Remya Ravi, OD Specialist, VKL 
 Seasoning

b) Ms. Deepti Venugopal, Training & Talent  
 Specialist, Federal Bank

c) Mr. Anand A.S., Asst. Manager (HR & IR), 
 Sud-Chemie India Ltd.

d) Mr. Jerry Abey Chittooran, HR Manager 
 (OD Lead), VKC Group

e) Moderator - Mr. Vineet P Mathew, GM-
 L&OD, Agappe Diagnostics Ltd.

NIPM National HR Best Practices 
Silver Trophy Winning Team

Web-Meeting

Wednesday : 7.00 pm to 8.00 pm

V Guard Industries Ltd. 
Presenting their Award-Winning Story 

th25
 Nov. 2020 

Getting VUCA World Ready: The story of Smart HR
Digital Transformation, V Guard Industries Ltd.
Join us in our digital journey !

John Mathew Sebastian
Head - Talent Acquisition
V-Guard Industries Ltd.

P T George
VP-HR & Admin

V-Guard Industries Ltd.

Anju Susan Alex
Sr. Management Trainee-HR

V-Guard Industries Ltd.

25-11-2020 from 7.00 pm to 800 pm - NIPM Kerala 
Chapter has organized a Virtual Case Study 
Presentation by V Guard Industries Ltd. Who has 
won the Silver Trophy in the NIPM National HR 
Best Practices competition. The topic for the 
presentation was Getting VUCA World Ready: The 
Story of Smart HR Digital Transformation. The 
Team Members were Mr. P.T George, VP (HR& 
Admin.), Mr. John Mathew Sebastian and Ms. Anju 
Susan Alex from V Guard Industries Ltd. 
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09-12-2020 – NIPM Kerala Chapter organized a Curtain Raiser 
Programfor the bene�t of NIPM Student Chapters at various B-Schools 
in Kerala on the forthcoming Student National Conference 2020 (STUNA 
2020)being organized by NIPM Chennai Chapter. About 125 Student Chapter Members 
attended the program. The Resource Persons were Ms. Kshama Sandeep, Ms. Prasita Prasad, 
Mr. Zeeshan Zainuddin and Mr. Anand A.S.

18-12-2020 – NIPM Kerala Chapter (Calicut Group) organized a 
Two-Hour Web-Meeting on Code on Wages 2019. The Resource 
Person was Mr. Varkiachan Pettah. More than 125 professionals 
participated in the event.
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KERALA CHAPTER

National Institute of Personnel Management

Covid 19, Lockdown '20 & 
Unlock '21: Making HR Future-Ready.

Topic

Resource Person

23-12-2020 – NIPM Kerala Chapter organized a Web-

Meeting as part of its Knowledge Sharing Session on 

the topic Covid 19, Lockdown '20 & Unlock '21: 

Making HR Future-Ready.  The Resource Person was 

Mr. Praveen Kamath, General Manager & Head HR-

Global Delivery and Enablement, Wipro, Bangalore. 

NIPM K C Publication
NIPM Kerala Chapter has released its e-News Letter -Kerala Personnel as part of its publication 

which includes Activity Report from April to September 2020 and articles written my eminent 

personalities in the �eld. The e-News Letter has also been uploaded in NIPM Kerala Website 

www.nipmkerala.org for the bene�t of our members

NIPM Kerala Chapter EC Meeting

Executive Committee Meeting: 29th October 2020

Executive Committee Meeting: 25th November 2020

Executive Committee Meeting: 23rd December 2020



Can you imagine a business without HR? Of late we hear about technology driven HR 

functions, AI to replace most of the functions of HR like.  Many of the consulting firms 

come up to undertake HR functions from Hiring to Retirement, on the other side Govt has 

folded too many labour laws under a few Codes. 

As  Human Resource Professionals what they do now, to many  thoughts comes like they 

operate the HR department in terms of Attendance, Salary, Insurance, Recruitment and 

Retirement…?

Is it enough if your HR Team does these functions alone or if you outsource these 

activities? Can the entrepreneur be at peace or the business will go without any 

interruptions? 

If you take any organizations who claims that they do not have HR department I think 

those companies may either have manpower between 50 to 100 employees. If you go still 

in depth you can find there will be someone who takes up the responsibility of HR and they 

would be learning the basics of HR from someone and manage those organizations. 

There could be someone who can claim that, they can operate the business without HR.I 

would say that in those cases their growth could have been very minimal, or they may not 

grow at the pace which is required. 

Larger organizations can never skip the importance of HR. They knew how the workforce 

has been built and how it has contributed to their growth.  

Undoubtedly Technology can ease HR functions but can never ever replace the HR in an 

Business without HR…
Manimaran
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Organization. Technology can not speak about culture and cannot build a “Strong Culture 

“ for any company.

Presence of HR creates lot of dynamics in the business right from nurturing the workforce 

, inspiring them to follow, adopt the values of the Company and to sustain the values with 

aging of the organization. 

Capability building can't happen without HR. Many HR intervention programs can be 

driven only by HR be it training the operators in the shop floor, associates in an IT based 

business to Managers and Leaders in an organization. 

Very recent news is that parent company employees of Google has started Union. In 

future the employee's problems would be unique unlike the problems that now we have 

among our workforce because they are influenced by Social Media and changing cultural 

scenario.  HR is not for managing benefits program alone that can be even performed by 

a non-graduate guy under guidance whereas to monitor the equity, ensure fairness can 

be done only through HR. 

Recent pandemic could be cited as an example to the dynamic role played by the HR in 

many organizations.  Changes can be driven only by HR and business without HR can 

happen, but it could witness only minimal growth of business. 

Many organizations could take different shape when it does not have proper HR systems. 

Recent issues in a Bangalore based mobile phone company could be the relevant 

example. 

HR alone can engage employee actively. When we speak about engagement, I am not 

referring to the odd social programs or sports activities, mean the value created by HR in 

each transaction that impacts the employee is the actual employee engagement.  HR 

engages the employee attitude and upkeep the morale of them and drives the 

productivity.

This article is not to over emphasise the importance of HR but to emphasise the fact that 

emerging changes in Law, Society , Social Media and Culture needs an effective HR 

system in any organization. 

Business without HR…
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An Open Letter 
to all those in 
Business
We Need You

Ashok Sharma
Chief Operating Officer

Next Step Career Academy

I know what courage everyone took to start a business and company. Please remember 

that COURAGE.

I also know what long hours, days and nights, and even weekends all have worked 

tirelessly to make it happen. DON'T EVER GIVE UP…

The emotional up's and down's you felt whilst navigating the demands of running a 

business and company is also felt and it's okay to keep feeling this.  We all are human.

The sense of losing your own self and leadership is seen as always. It has always been 

there.

Are the sacrifices you made to build this business felt to be worth it? I think it is worth it….

The numerous nights where you didn't sleep because you were not sure if you could pay 

your staff or even yourselves is also known. We have all been there.

I see you are trying to navigate all the grants, job keeper and so forth to keep yourself and 

others afloat. Embrace the happiness of doing this which is totally fine.

Heart breaking stories and conversations are heard around on what's next for you, you 

have to let people go or you have to shut down. Am sure that you will GET ON TOP IN NO 

TIME….. 

At times, it see that you are at a breaking point. It's time to take the day off. You matter a 

lot to us.

The pressures of keeping a business afloat when cash flow and your pipeline is tight is felt 

and seen. If you can navigate that, you can navigate anything.

The pressures of the people and their families you feel responsible is also known and felt. 

They will support you too. I know that for sure.

I hear you losing sight of why you started the business in the first place. Stay true to your 
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vision, purpose and values, Always and be sure of that.

Feeling like a failure during this time is seen and felt. You are not.. Successful you are always. 

There is  no failings, only LEARNINGS.

I hear you being unkind to yourself because of this situation. It is out of our control, 

however we are in control of our self-talk.  BE KIND.

I know you backed yourself to start this business only to feel it has been taken from under 

your feet. This time should be used to come back stronger and better.

Brave and strong are you for everyone else. The time has come to be kind and brave for 

yourself.

You have missed so many important times with your family because of the blood, sweat, 

and tears you have put on your business. Focus on these missed moments right now.

Motivation and passion for doing things is being lost I see it. Life isn't always about dancing 

or rainbows and growing a business is tough. Focussed, you should be.

Afraid are you to ask for ask. Help, you can ask for any time.

You have got  this , I know

Truly courageous are you, because you believed in yourself back then. Believe in yourself 

now.

You will get through this.  You will know. We all will.

Braver and stronger are you, than  you think. Remember that always.

Use this time to be kinder more compassionate to yourself and to other. You have to do 

that.

You will use this time focussing on what is truly important.

You will continue love what you do even though these are days which are very difficult.

You will not react to things that are not in your control and you will practice stillness and 

silence.

You will come out stronger, braver and better.

Remarkable, strong, passionate person are you. You run a business and lead a business or 

company. This takes an enormous amount of guts, grit, passion, determination  and  

commitment. Never forget this.

Remember you are only human 

There are millions of people and business that are in our shoes

If you can do this , you can do anything.

Stay kind, Stay courageous .Always

WE NEED YOU
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I am sure you were curious as to why the number 17,742/- for a Software Engineer when 

you looked at the title of this article. Let’s look in detail.

Context

Recently, on Dec 24, 2020 to be exact, Government of Kerala announced the revised 

Minimum Wages for the Software industry in the state, after long 10 years of the earlier 

revision. This article discusses the concept of minimum wages, with examples pertaining 

to Kerala state; however, the concept should be the same throughout the country.

What’s this “minimum wages”?

As the name implies, the minimum wages is the minimum wage per month to be given 

to an employee of a particular sector in a state. There is a national minimum wage 

declared by the central government, and various state-level minimum wages. The idea is 

to keep the state-level minimum wages equal to or above the national minimum wages. 

The concept of minimum wages will ensure access to equitable and justifiable pay, 

thereby eliminating the chances of exploitation by the management.

When is it decided?

Minimum wages are revised periodically. Minimum wages are defined for each sector 

separately. There are roughly 80 sectors identified for the State of Kerala; and similar 

numbers for other states as well. Governments revises the minimum wages when it 

deems that there is, inter alia, a significant increase in the cost of living over a period of 

time which is not manageable by a mere increase in Dearness Allowance (DA).

Software Engineer
 and Getting 

Paid below 17,742/- per month? 

Well, something's wrong!

Arunanand T A
Head of HR (India), FullContact, Inc.
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How is minimum wage calculated?

Minimum wage calculation for a role is easy. For example, look at the latest Software 

industry minimum wages notification for the State of Kerala available here.

Roles of jobs are categorised into different grades in the notification. For instance, in 

the Software Industry notification, an HR Executive is a Group F employee in the 

industry, while a Software Engineer is a Group E employee. An organisation needs to 

categorise all their employees into one of these grades. Let’s take the example of 

Group E: Software Engineer for illustration purpose.

Demystifying the Minimum Wages Calculation: An Example

If you look at the Group E: Software Engineer, 16520–250–17770–300–19270 is the 

salary range shown for this role. It means that the minimum wage for an employee 

who is a Software Engineer in a Software organisation is Rs. 16520. This amount is 

exclusive of Dearness Allowance (DA), which we will see about later.

If an employee continues to be a Software Engineer under the same 

organisation/employer, then for every such service year, a minimum pay hike of Rs. 

250/-pm should be paid as service weightage. That is, for someone with salary 

16520/- as per month salary, and completed one year of service, s/he should get a 

minimum wage of Rs. 16520 + Rs. 250 = Rs. 16770/- pm during the second year of 

service. Every year, this figure per month will increase by Rs. 250/- for the first five 

years. Hence, s/he will have a wage of Rs. 17770/- pm during the fifth year of service. 

That’s the third number appearing in the pay structure.

Now, one can see a 300 next to 17770 in the pay structure. That means, we’re now 

done with the first five years and reached Rs. 17770/- pm as minimum wage for this 

employee. Hence for the next set of 5 years, the minimum wages should be increased 

for every service year by, not the old 250 but, Rs. 300/-. Hence, on the sixth year of 

service, the employee should have a minimum wage of Rs. 17770 + Rs. 300 = Rs. 

18070/-. This will continue for the second block of 5 years. Hence, at the end of the 

10th year (i.e. the fifth year of the second block), the employee should be getting a 
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minimum of Rs. 19270/- pm as the salary. After the 10th year, the mandatory pay hike 

stops. If the employee gets promoted to a higher Grade, that’s a different story, in 

which case the minimum wages for that role will be applicable.

How about DA calculation?

Dearness Allowance is calculated based on an index called Consumer Price Index (CPI). I 

will skip the economy part of it and would encapsulate that as a statistical number 

published by the Department of Economics and Statistics for various cities in the state, 

and it depicts the fluctuating cost of living. They publish it here. DA is a mechanism 

provided to adjust the salaries for change in CPIs. If you look at the Minimum Wages 

notification, there are majorly five parts to it:

1. CPI and thus DA varies for each city (read district HQ)

2. The rate of DA is Rs. 26/- for monthly waged employees

3. DA is calculated for every point in excess of 300 points

4.  CPI is published periodically

DA for the Software sector is calculated basis the CPI in the Series: 1998–99=100.

Assume that we need to find out the DA for Trivandrum (CPI=369). As per the #3 above, 

DA is calculated on the CPI-300 value. Here, it is 369–300 = 69. We need to pay Rs. 26/- 

per month for every point in this 69. That means, the DA per month for an employee 

posted in Trivandrum is Rs. 26 * 69 = Rs. 1794/-. This amount is on top of the minimum 

wages we discussed above.

When is this to be effective from?

This notification is to be effective from Dec 18, 2020. Even if the December 2020 and/or 

January 2021 salaries are already paid out by the employer, and if there are revisions to 

be made as per this notification, then employers have to comply and give arrears wef 
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Accenture: 'What it took forty years to happen, it will just take less than 4 years to happen'. 

Change moved fast to Transformation. Of late, the existing disappeared; all-new emerged; 

Disruption. V+U+C+A these days leapfrogged to V*U*C*A with pandemic. Digitalisation 

metamorphosised into Disruptive Technologies1.  

Peter Drucker: 'Is personnel management bankrupt?'2 From personnel management we 

moved to HCM through IR, HR, HRD & EOHS, Business HR. Are we still obsessed with 20th 

century mindsets and thought processes, yet living in 21st century. How do we handle this? 

What is the way forward? 

Setting the context

Too much obsessed and disoriented in deep trenches with practices and theories, 

initiatives and interventions, Personnel/HR is cross roads! We have several layers in terms 

of HR maturity and rigour in various organisations, multi-generational workforce, diverse 

socio-cultural backgrounds, Gen-Z and Y having incompatible thoughts, mindsets, drivers, 

aspirations with the rest. Approach to work, workplace and workforce are diverse. From 

exploitative to welfare to managing to development orientation to strategic; outsourcing 

the routine, we navigated an enviable journey of disruption; HR has stepped from 

measurements to intangibles. Thought leadership of CIPD, ASTD, SHRM, NIPM, NHRDN, 

ISTD, IMA etc. helped shaping a handful of professionals, knowledge and practices. HR has 

to stay ahead of the learning curve.  We have people doing just-personnel records, some 

do salaries to those from all these to, A Seat @ The Table (organisational goal setting + 

Gyroscompassing?
M S Sreekumar, B2N Management Consulting (P) Ltd
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triple bottomline/corporate sustainability reporting etc). Quite often, education puts one 

in a six-sized box; hence, 'out-of-the-box' arrived.  Do we have to have more rigour in 

professional education, self learning and innovative ways of professional training and 

internship?  Do Faculty members need a mandatory 'Industry Sabbaticals Program' and 

work of Add-On Courses, as an on-going initiative? 
    
Why more non-HR professionals are entering even into leadership roles? Do we need a CEP 

(Continuing Professional Education) route of constantly upgrading to breast the tape in the 

sprint?

Layers of HR ladder & Maturity 

From just-establishment section work (Personnel files, attendance, salary, baseline 

statutory compliance-only), or industrial relations, or the entire gamut of HR practice has to 

mapped by a grass-root level survey. Individual's need/passion for 'learning' other/new 

sub-functions to be individually captured. Employers have to be sensitised of the potential 

of the human resources in true form.  May be, there are 7-12 layers! 

HR moved out from its 'human touch' role? 

Who, in an organisation takes care of that 'factor' of production (man); the only factor 

emoting, feeling, thinking? (other factors of production don't). It was good that HR took us 

to the unconquered world of measurement and quantifications. Now, with advances in 

anthropology and new knowledge from neuro-sciences, educational psychology, working 

of teams and groups etc., fresh insights have come in and is applied in learning and 

development, organisation design and structuring, performance, rewards and 

recognitions, engagement and experience, etc. etc. 

If HRMS is done 50% of organisation is done

HRIS (Human Resources Information Management System) has moved on to HRMS 

(Human Resources Management System), from routine and non-routine captured under a 

well-thought of and intelligent-data archiving; of a Decision Support System (DSS) format. 

People analytics threw different dimensions of predictive analytics through data 

visualization tools and forecasting and risk analysis. 

Best Practices coupled with Talent Acquisition, Onboarding/Culture, Goal Setting & 

Business Plan, Learning Training Development (LTD), Performance Mapping, 

Compensation Systems, HR Systems, OD Systems, Industrial Employee & Family Relations, 

Employee & Employer Branding, CSR, Engagement & Experience, also captured on 

kaleidoscopic dimensions of Organisational Effectiveness etc. occupied the HR arena.
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Labour Code & Implications thereof 

First time in the country, after 73 years, sea change is made in the labour laws. Work, 

Workplace and Workforce is evolving /yet-to-evolve and its' nuances has to be 

mastered by HR professionals. He is a teacher/mentor educating his colleagues, CEO 

and Board, map risks, do reimagineering of HR and work systems and shofloor 

processes. 

Seamless teams and silo-bursting is the order of the day

Pandemic has thrown up several disquieting moments'; never-ever faced situations, 

none-knew-what-to-do so far.  HR got an opportunity to practice and perhaps, lead and 

advise CEO. Government regulations has to be deciphered, in shortest time, exploiting 

opportunities provided therein etc. Care and Concern is the buzzword. Innovation and 

re-imagineering is the art, in real time. 

Simple thing called communication came to rescue of the HR Managers and CEOs; 

emphasis being on listening more and speaking less. Empathetic listening smothered 

emotions, anxieties and concerns. HR had to assume the role of a counseller, offering his 

shoulder to weep with.  Feedbacks is the key and source of correction. Surprisingly, 

shopfloor employees came with practical and cost-effective solutions. Policies had to be 

re-framed; in some cases decisions were based on feedbacks only. New areas are 

employee sabbaticals, mergers and acquisitions/de-mergers of jobs,  full time to fixed 

term, tasks and assignments, gig economy and platform worker practices etc.   
  
Multiple lenses & skill sets

HR is undergoing the best-challenge ever in history; left with little time, regulatory 

constraints, and to lead the show; show must go on. Professional organisations and 

professionals did an excellent job! He shall possess multiple lenses. Application of 

multiple skill sets is the new skill demand. Professional and industry associations also 

provided and leverages synergy on keeping workplace sanistised, new vendors to do  

the process itself, communication loop with employees closing daily with family 

members health and wellbeing of members and healthcare.  

Full Stack HR Professional 

HR Acumen has been re-defined (HR knowledge, technology, legal, environment & 

sustainability, employee and family relations, community and other stakeholders); new 

concept of full stack HR professional has emerged. New sets of knowledge, best 

practices, new skills, new techniques processes and methods has to be in place very fast.  

Cutting down cycle time of operations has been slashed. Networking and relationship 

management are 21st century essential skills sets for all in the organisation.   
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Back to Basics and on a fresh Drawing Board

Why are we here? Purpose! What is in it for HR or what business/CEO expects from 

CEO/Board; the first to initiate interactions and conversations. What in HR we can offer? 

How do we synchronise vision/ mission of the organisation, HR and at individual 

employee level? Throwing of all jargons, HR shall learn to observe where the rubber 

touches the road. Re-design work system, mindsets, processes etc.  

Gyrocompassing?

Like a gyrocompass does, (spin rapidly about an axis, free/flexible to alter direction; 

grounded axis is not affected by tilting, provide stability or maintain reference direction 

in navigating, auto piloting and yet maintain stablising) HR has to stay afloat and 

balance. HR has to demonstrate 'thought leadership' to take care of emotion (EI), mind, 

physical, social, intellectual (IQ), work, learning etc. Professional and industry 

organisations and human resources function shall work hand-in-hand in the 'new 

normal'.

New mandate for HR: Moral compass of the organisation, CEO and Board.  

1 AI, robotics, 3D printing, AR, VR, ML, DL, IoT, Big Data, Quantum computing

2Peter Drucker, Peter (2007) The Practice of Management (Chapter: Personnel Management Bankrupt?)
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A bespoke, solution finding for 

That’s what M/A/R/S has in our store.

your business demands ?

A rare association of professionally experienced blend of Business HR and Sales 

& Marketing experts, in the quest of bridging end user needs and products 

based on behaviour aspects.

MARKETING ANALYSIS
RESEARCH SOLUTIONSM/A/R/S

 

Marketing  Product Planning, Positioning/ Repositioning, Reverse interventions, GTM.  

 

Analysis   Data Analytics for benchmark deviations OR revisit.

       Consumer behaviour Vs Product offering.

       Talent mapping. 

       Technology gap identification.

 

Research  Connecting the recent advancements in related spheres to find solutions to 

  business problems involving human behaviour.

 

Solutions   Strategies to solve business needs around-

           Performance Marketing.

          Customer Experience.

          Measurable HR, Organisation Effectiveness and Employee Experience.

 

  Internet Product Solutions: IT-enabled products/solutions design and    

  development. Vary from an Inhouse utility to a B2B2C platform or an App.

  Internet Solutions - Architecture designs of platforms and partners in line 

  with the purpose, product, or service of the company. Redesign of exiting 

  internet assets.

             

  Social Promotions-Result quantified, “Content for Results” approach for 

  Culture creation and SM promos.

What and Why? M/A/R/S.

L - 85,Changampuzha Nagar
Ernakulam - 682033

Ph: 9249955155 | 9995868883
e-mail: mail@mars.net.in
website: www.mars.net.in 

https://www.facebook.com/MARSKerala/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/marskerala/


